Finding ‘real’ rappers in China will require some creativity

University of Southern California opens 15-acre residential/retail complex for students

orgeous brick-red and ivory buildings, wide and clean streets, various shops and restaurants, a verdant lawn, a fancy “Hogwarts-style” dining hall with bright stained-glass windows ... This beautiful resort-like compound located in downtown Los Angeles, California, the US, is the new home for 2,500 students of the University of Southern California (USC).
USC guarantees in-campus accommodations for all the freshmen and sophomores. For other students, they either rent on an off-campus apartment (USC cooperates with some apartment companies) or apply for a limited in-campus residential quota (first come, first serve basis).

One-stop shopping

For the students and those who prefer living on campus, the newly constructed USC Village, with more than 2,500 beds, undoubtedly enriches your residential life,” said Dan Moran, associate director of USC Housing. “Here you can have band, video, study halls and lounges open 24 hours a day.

The Village has 663 residential suites, most of which are equipped with kitchen. On each floor, there are also laundry rooms, multimedia study halls and lounges open as hours a day. A highlight is an outdoor courtyard on the second floor, with sofa and plants neatly arranged. “Here you can have hand, video, barbecue. Oh, whatever activities you like to enrich your residential life,” said Don Moran, associate director of USC Housing.

On the first floor of each of the six residential buildings, 25 retailers including Target, Gap, and Nike stores downstairs cost much cheaper and affordable prices for the students.
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